
Let us know what you think
The New Zealand Transport Authority is proposing very significant changes to SH1 around the 
Basin Reserve, referred to as Option A and Option B. Information about these options can be 
found at: http://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/basin-reserve. If approved, these changes will have a 
very high impact and an enduring effect on the Wellington city.

The Architectural Centre is proposing an alternative — Option X. Information about this option can 
be found at: http://architecture.org.nz/basin. Option X aims to provide all the traffic-flow benefits 
of Option A and B, plus important improvements that will benefit all areas immediately around the 
Basin Reserve and the city as a whole.

Your feedback on how this part of the city develops is important for the future of Wellington. If you 
support Option X, please let NZTA know by sending them this submission form.

Transport improvements around the Basin 2011

I support Option X because:

Option X increases park and recreational space in the inner city

Option X transforms Basin Reserve into a real destination, not an island

Option X provides dedicated public transport routes

Option X makes walking, running and cycling safer and more enjoyable 

Option X honours and respects the Memorial Park

Option X ensures safe and convenient access to all adjacent schools

Option X embraces sites of national significance

Option X intends to create a well designed environment for future growth of Wellington

Please let us know if there are any other reasons why you choose to support Option X:

Please return this FreePost from by Friday 26 August 2011.

Name (please PRINT clearly) 

Organisation (if applicable)

Postal address

Email

Your personal information will remain confidential. You may attach other pages if you need more space to write. 
Your voice counts, thank you for taking the time to share your views.
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